China IS forging its own path. Will others follow?

Lance Gorse

China has the means and reasons to distance itself from the Western-led capitalist system. But global leadership calls for more than spreading its large zone.

The West has a choice to make: either to accept China’s rise, or to resist it. And it has the means to do so, given its industry prowess, military strength, and technological superiority. The US, in particular, finds itself at odds with the Chinese. The US has a history of making China isolationists, which is a serious threat to China’s future. China has been in a long battle with the West, and it is clear that China is not going to be pushed around by any other country.

China’s economy is growing rapidly, and it is becoming a major player in the world economy. It has a large and rapidly growing population, and it is investing heavily in technology and infrastructure. It has also been successful in implementing policies that have helped its economy grow. China’s government has been very effective in implementing policies that have helped its economy grow. It has also been successful in implementing policies that have helped its economy grow. It has also been successful in implementing policies that have helped its economy grow.
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